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Abstract: An improvement in the assessment of harmonic emissions as contributed by renewable generation such as a Photovoltaic (PV) plant, at a Point of Connection (PoC) to a distribution network, is needed. Both the generating source and the distribution network contribute to the voltage harmonic distortion at the PoC and single-point measurements cannot be used to quantify the relative contributions of each source.

IEC 61000-4-30 Class A PQ measurements are used as a reference dataset for engineers and can be obtained simultaneously at different points in a network in an attempt to better understand the relative contribution by the source of distortion and the voltage supply network.

The opportunity to improve the CIGRE/CIRED C4.109 approach by means of multiple-point synchronized network data is shown to be significant in the qualification of the statistical method but lacks the quantification in calculating the harmonic emission of a non-linear load. The CIGRE/CIRED method can be improved by only considering those harmonic currents identified as emission as some harmonic currents could be the result of background harmonic voltages in the supply network.

Constraints in using IEC 61000-4-30 time-aggregated rms voltage and current values to support the assessment of harmonic emission using field-measured data is lastly shown as the calculation method and measurement uncertainty influence the compliance to grid code requirements on harmonic emissions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Electrical utilities in many countries increasingly integrate sources of renewable energy into distribution networks. The injection of this energy has to comply with grid code requirements to ensure that the interaction of the Renewable Power Plant (RPP) with the utility network, causes minimal additional operational risk to the Distribution System Operator (DSO).

Harmonic emission is a key concern when Photovoltaic (PV) plants connect to the distribution network by means of inherently non-linear interfaces [1]–[3]. The IEC 61000-3-6 [2] guides utilities on how to determine the emission limits for sources of waveform distortion, i.e. how to apportion harmonic emission. These principles can be applied to both consumers of electrical energy (non-linear loads) and generators of electrical energy, such as PV plants, that can be considered as sources of harmonic currents.

While IEC 61000-3-6 advises on how to theoretically calculate harmonic emission limits, the problem lies in determining, by practical measurements, if the loads or RPPs are meeting the limits that the utilities have specified.

Sources of waveform distortion exist all over in a practical network. The voltage harmonic distortion at a PoC will be due to both the existing background harmonic voltages in the supply network (distribution system in this case) as well as the harmonic voltages resulting from harmonic currents injected by the RPP into a non-zero supply network impedance.

The use of single-point measurements of harmonic active power to assess harmonic emission is conclusive when only one source of waveform distortion exists in the network [3]. A practical network requires a different approach, such as measuring harmonic active powers at all nodes simultaneously and with sufficient accuracy in time-stamping.

Further complications on harmonic emission assessment are that results obtained in the present can be different in the future, as supply network impedances are not fixed and the emission of a specific RPP, the collective interaction between different RPPs and the distribution network is not fixed.
Many academic concerns and proposals on the measurement of harmonic emission can be found in literature [4]–[6]. However, engineers require a practical approach to assess the harmonic emission of an RPP once commissioned. The measurement methodology in use may not compromise electrical network theory. It has to be fair to both the owner of the distribution system and the RPP.

Opportunities to be used in a practical distribution network for the measurement of harmonic emission at RPPs are investigated in this paper with the view to a pragmatic solution to be used by engineers.

The assessment of harmonic emission described by the CIGRE/CIRED C4.109 working group [6] and IEC 61000-3-6 is first evaluated to understand if the deficiency of single-point measurements could be improved by using synchronized multiple-point measurements. Practical field data obtained at a 10 MVA PV plant connected to a 22 kV distribution system is subjected to known methods [7] with the objective of discriminating between values emitted from a non-linear load and those values being absorbed by the non-linear load within the constraint of an rms 10 minute aggregated value. Measurement uncertainty contributed by the different elements in the instrumentation chain is lastly shown to be an important consideration in the assessment of harmonic emission.

2. HARMONIC EMISSION: THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

IEC 61000-3-6 [2] defines the principle of emission as a phenomenon by which electromagnetic energy emanates from a source of electromagnetic disturbance. The injection of a harmonic current into the distribution system is generally modelled by a Norton current source as illustrated in Figure 1.

\[ E_{bd} : \text{Background (in the supply system) harmonic voltage phasor at Point of Common Coupling (PCC).} \]
\[ Z_b : \text{Complex supply impedance.} \]
\[ Z_{hc} : \text{Complex impedance (consumer/RPP installation).} \]
\[ I_{hc} : \text{Harmonic sources present in the consumer/RPPs installation.} \]
\[ E_{hc} : \text{Voltage harmonic emission phasor.} \]

It is evident that the harmonic phase angle difference between \( V_b \) and \( E_{bd} \) will determine the extent of \( E_{hc} \).

The IEC 61000-3-6 document defines harmonic emission in context of voltage as a harmonic voltage phasor \( (U_{bh}) \) at each harmonic number as illustrated in Figure 2 below.

![Figure 2: Illustration of voltage harmonic emission phasor, \( U_{bh} \)](image)

Once a distorting load has been connected to a node in the network, the voltage harmonic phasor \( U_{bh} \) at that node will change to a new value \( U_{bh} \) due to the harmonic emission at a harmonic number \( h \) contributed by a distorting load \( i \), denoted \( U_{hi} \).

The challenge from a technical point of view is to assess the emission contributed at the PoC by a RPP if background harmonics already exist in the distribution system. Fundamental principles of measurement methodologies are briefly considered next.

3. PARAMETERS TO BE MEASURED FOR HARMONIC EMISSION ASSESSMENT

3.1. Coherent network data based on IEC 61000-4-30

Coherent data (where both voltage and current data are measured simultaneously and synchronized over different measurement instruments) could support the better understanding of dynamic conditions in a power system.

IEC 61000-4-30 Class A specifications [8] set the requirements of recording power quality parameters to be accurate, repeatable and comparable, regardless of the measurement equipment as long as it is Class A compliant.

Aggregation reduces the fundamental measurement quantities derived from 200 ms voltage and current phasors (also known as the 10/12- cycle block values) to
3 s, 10 min and 2 hour rms values [9] as visualized in Figure 3. Phase angle information is lost during the aggregation process.

Of special interest is the synchronization requirement of IEC 61000-4-30 Class A, Edition 3 document. A 10/12-cycle block is determined by counting the number of zero crossings in the reference voltage waveform. The instantaneous frequency [10] due to localized reactive power control can change continuously, resulting in different time lengths of sequential 10/12 cycle blocks. Re-synchronization is then needed at the boundaries [8] and the method to do this, is prescribed by the IEC 61000-4-30.

Time-stamping of voltage and current phasors is implemented by means of GPS, an accuracy better than 1 µs in absolute time is achieved, regardless of the geographical location of the instrument. The 10/12-cycle phasor values obtained from two different instruments are then coherent and comparable. Zero crossings of the voltage waveform at each measurement location will have negligible impact on the 1 µs uncertainty.

To ensure coherent data the travelling time of a waveform is calculated. The travel time of a signal in a lossy transmission [11] line is:

\[ t = \frac{l}{v_p} \]  
(2)

\[ v_p = \frac{1}{\sqrt{LC}} \]  
(3)

Where:

- \( t \) : time [s].
- \( l \) : length [m].
- \( v_p \) : phase velocity [m/s].
- \( L \) : series inductance per unit length [H/m].
- \( C \) : series capacitance per unit length [F/m].

A 22 kV overhead distribution line, as evaluated in this paper in Figure 5, for example, causes a negligible delay in the zero crossing of the voltage waveform [12] due to a travelling time of around 50 ns.

Coherent harmonic voltage and current phasors have to be considered to fully understand harmonic emission. A referenced measuring methodology such as the IEC 61000-4-30 10/12-cycle block values cause a huge volume of the data that compromise the practical use.

The fundamental principle of emission set by Figure 1, requires coherent recordings of the source voltage harmonic phasor at the PCC (\( E_{10} \)) and at the PoC (\( V_h \)) to determine, (a) the emission voltage value \( E_h \), and (b) to test for \( |V_h| > |E_{10}| \). When \( |V_h| < |E_{10}| \), the RPP is regarded as "absorbing" the harmonic current and those current harmonics should then not be included in the assessment of harmonic emission.

Application of the CIGRE/CIRED C4.109 harmonic assessment method is based on the aggregated voltage and current harmonics, resulting in the loss of phasor information. It is possible, due to accurate time-stamping of the 10-12-cycle block values, to obtain aggregated voltage and current rms harmonic values that are perfectly aligned (coherent), but it requires consideration of the aggregation interval to recognise the dynamic conditions in a network. Different sources of harmonics in the network interact differently with each other when the network state changes.

Within the above constraints, this paper evaluates if coherent recording of IEC 61000-4-30 Class A PQ parameters can improve the CIGRE/CIRED C4.109 assessment of harmonic emission. The aim is to discriminate between those harmonic currents being emitted by the RPP and those harmonic currents resulting from the network harmonic voltages.

3.2. Consideration on IEC61000-4-30 data aggregation

The IEC 61000-4-30 standard assumes [9] steady state operation with a nearly constant frequency. Aggregation will then not change the statistical mean and variance of parameters.

The volume of 10/12-cycle block measured data is first reduced by a factor of 15 for 3-s values and then again to 10-min values, an additional reduction factor of 200.

These IEC 61000-4-30 aggregation intervals are compared in [13]. It is shown by a statistical approach that large variation in the minimum and maximum levels exist when different aggregation time intervals are considered, however little variation is reported when applying statistical confidence levels such as the 99th, 95th, 5th and 1st percentile to the aggregated data based on the different aggregation intervals. It is concluded that the time interval of aggregation is negated when a statistical approach is taken.

4. CIGRE/CIRED C4.109: HARMONIC EMISSION ASSESSMENT

CIGRE/CIRED working group C4.109 [6] aims to provide a practical solution to the analysis of harmonic emission. Single-point measurements of the power
The voltage harmonic emission $|E_{hc}|$ in Figure 1 is then calculated in (4) by multiplying the 95th percentile value of the harmonic current $I_h$ with the reference network impedance $Z_h$:

$$|E_{hc}| = Z_h I_h = V_h - E_{h0} \quad (4)$$

$E_{h0}$ is regarded as harmonic emission when $|V_h| > |E_{h0}|$. This criterion aims to discriminate between current harmonics “absorbed” and “generated” by the load (RPP).

5. THE “GLOBAL PQ INDEX” AND THE “TOLL ROAD” METHOD: COHERENT DATA

A multiple-point measurement system collecting synchronized voltage and current measurements is reported [17] to be able to identify the contribution to harmonic distortion of a single source of harmonics in a network with sources of distortion located all over. First, a “Global PQ Index”, $u_k$, identifies the harmonic source. Then, the “Toll Road” method aims at assigning a “contribution” to emissions by a specific source of distortion. It was shown [17] that both methods yield inconsistent results, even though the “Toll Road” method is based on synchronous multiple-point measurements.

Synchronized measurements are reported [18] as successful by finding the R, L and C values of nodes from the measured voltage and current values derived from IEC 61000-4-30 [8] 10/12-cycle phasor values. Norton equivalent circuits are then used in modelling the system under investigation [18]. However, a practical implementation requires detailed and accurate network parameter information and advanced analysis skills. Generalization of the method could be constrained, as each case of integrating a RPP will be unique from a network fault level and configuration perspective.

6. FIELD APPLICATION OF CIGRE/CIRED C4.109 METHOD

IEC 61000-4-30 voltage and current harmonics, up to the 63rd, were coherently measured at the PoC of a PV plant and at the PCC as shown in Figure 5.

6.1. Analysis of single-point measurements

The CIGRE/CIRED C4.109 method [6] defines emission as the condition when $|V_h| > |E_{h0}|$ since a zero supply network contribution does not exist [19] in real networks. For the purposes of illustration, the analysis in this paper is limited to the 5th and 7th harmonic.

The scatter plot of the voltage and current harmonics at the PV plant PoC is presented in Figure 6 for the 5th harmonic using the 10-min aggregated values and in Figure 7 for the 3-s values. Figure 8 and Figure 9 present similar scatter plots for the 7th harmonic.

$Z_h$ is the network system impedance calculated from the fault level at the PV plant, assuming a linear relationship with respect to frequency. No information on the RPP impedance exists, however [16] indicates that the RPP...
impedance is not required in this method for harmonic emission assessment.

Figure 6 and Figure 7 indicate that both the RPP and distribution network contribute to harmonic emission at the 5th harmonic as distinct groupings are observed in 2 different areas. The results for 10-min and 3-s values are similar.

Figure 8 and Figure 9 indicate the dominance of the RPP to emission at the 7th harmonic, as all values are located around $Z_h$ (impedance of the distribution system). The RPP may be considered as the source of the 7th harmonic distortion at the measurement point.

The results of Figures 6 – 9 show that qualification on harmonic emission is achieved by the CIGRE/CIRED C4.109 method, but it lacks quantitative information on the relative contribution by a single RPP and by the distribution network. The value of these scatterplots is in the confirmation that contribution to the 5th harmonic cannot be based by simply assuming that all current harmonics are injected by the RPP as emission. The resolution of the time aggregation did not add value to the interpretation, as results obtained by 3-s and 10-min values are similar due to only rms values being taken into consideration. Qualitatively, the 3-s and 10-min values will not change the interpretation of the results.

6.2. Discriminative approach to harmonic emission

Synchronized 3-s measurements at the upstream 22 kV PCC bushar ($E_{0h}$) and at the PoC of the PV plant ($V_h$), were used to test for emission based on the condition $|V_h| > |E_{0h}|$. This enabled a reduction of the dataset used in an assessment of harmonic emission, aiming at fair results.

Results of Figure 6 showed that the 5th order voltage harmonic is a result of harmonics injected by both the RPP and the supply network. The value of discrimination is demonstrated in Figure 10 and Figure 11 by the comparison of 5th harmonic voltage and current 3-s values over a 24-h period based on the principle that $|V_h| > |E_{0h}|$ signifies emission.

The voltage and current profile in Figure 11 is the result of discrimination between “emission” and “absorption”. Some voltage and current harmonic values were rejected based on the emission principle depicted by Figure 1 and are highlighted by means of green circles. The data set in Figure 10 is reduced to only reflect emission.

Revised scatterplots based on the above principle are now possible as shown in Figure 12. Only the 3-s values are used for this purpose. Figure 12 does not change significantly if compared to Figure 9 except for the indicated area. Two distinct groupings remain.
Note in Figure 11 that discrimination does not remove values near the peak of production. All current harmonics are classified as emission when production is significant for the 5th harmonic. The 95th percentile value will thus yield similar results for all methods irrespective of discrimination or time integration as only values at low power output is removed from the data set.

Application of the discrimination criteria for the 7th harmonic voltage and current 3-s values do not change the results significantly as shown in Figure 13. The PV plant is confirmed as the dominant contributor of the 7th harmonic with all values concentrated around the impedance profile of the supply network.

7. CALCULATION OF HARMONIC EMISSION

The selection of the harmonic emission calculation methodology will affect the grid code compliance status of an RPP. This section presents the results from different emission calculation methods applied to the same data set.

The PV plant’s emission is calculated based on the CIGRE/CIRED C4.109 method, but using three different approaches:

1. Using all single-point data measured at the PV plant.
2. Using all multiple-point values that qualify as emission as per $|V_h| > |E_{h0}|$ criteria [6].
3. By application of the IEC 61000-3-6 general summation law [2].

For method 3, the voltage drop across the line is obtained from synchronized recordings at the PoC and PCC and then divided by the impedance of the 22 kV line, resulting in the emission current $I_{h0}$ of Figure 1. The general summation law compensates for the lack of phasor measurements as it estimates the rms value of the emission phasor in Figure 2.

A conservative summation exponent is used in the general summation law [20]. It is based on rms values as data aggregation retains only rms values. Correct summation requires knowledge of the harmonic phasors.

The 95th percentile of the harmonic currents is used in the CIGRE/CIRED C4.109 method and 95th percentile of the harmonic voltages is used for the summation law. Table 1 and 2 list the results for the 5th and 7th harmonic respectively for the 10-min values.
Table 1. 5th Harmonic emission: PV plant 10-min values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5th emission comparison</th>
<th>95% I [A]</th>
<th>Z (Ω)</th>
<th>V [V]</th>
<th>V%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal (All values)</td>
<td>4.44</td>
<td>38.96</td>
<td>173.12</td>
<td>1.36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vh&gt;Eh0</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>38.96</td>
<td>173.29</td>
<td>1.36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summation law</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>38.96</td>
<td>166.54</td>
<td>1.31%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. 7th Harmonic emission: PV plant 10-min values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>7th emission comparison</th>
<th>95% I [A]</th>
<th>Z (Ω)</th>
<th>V [V]</th>
<th>V%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal (All values)</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>54.55</td>
<td>134.49</td>
<td>1.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vh&gt;Eh0</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>54.55</td>
<td>134.07</td>
<td>1.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summation law</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>54.55</td>
<td>159.14</td>
<td>1.25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. 5th Harmonic emission: PV plant 3-s values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5th emission comparison</th>
<th>95% I [A]</th>
<th>Z (Ω)</th>
<th>V [V]</th>
<th>V%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal (All values)</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>38.95</td>
<td>159.56</td>
<td>1.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vh&gt;Eh0</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>38.95</td>
<td>159.56</td>
<td>1.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summation law</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>38.95</td>
<td>165.36</td>
<td>1.30%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. 7th Harmonic emission: PV plant 3-s values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>7th emission comparison</th>
<th>95% I [A]</th>
<th>Z (Ω)</th>
<th>V [V]</th>
<th>V%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal (All values)</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>54.53</td>
<td>135.92</td>
<td>1.07%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vh&gt;Eh0</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>54.53</td>
<td>135.92</td>
<td>1.07%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summation law</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>54.53</td>
<td>81.93</td>
<td>0.65%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 and 4 show the results for the 5th and 7th harmonic respectively for the 3-s values.

A larger difference exists between the 10-min and the 3-s emission values for the 7th harmonic when obtained from the summation law. This is due to the small difference between the rms values at the PoC and at the PCC.

For a pragmatic engineer required to design a filter to mitigate the harmonic emissions, the deviations in results of the calculation methods presented will hold no significance; however, in grid code compliance the method selected will hold significance especially when the RPP is marginally exceeding the harmonic emission limit for compliance.

7.1. Measurement uncertainty

An aspect often neglected in grid code compliance is the accuracy of the measured data, which may further impact the RPP’s compliance status.

Measurement is an estimation of the measurand [21] due to the variability around the accuracy of the measurement equipment employed. Uncertainty in the measurement can be calculated as a qualitative level of confidence in the measurements, which forms an integral part in proving grid code compliance.

Figure 5 details the high voltage network where measurements took place. Instrument transformers and measurement equipment enable the quantification of high voltages and high currents [22], however, these instrument transformers and measurement equipment contain inaccuracies and uncertainties, which will influence the resultant measurements.

A guide [21] exist detailing methods on how uncertainty may be qualified. This guide details the combined standard uncertainty by taking the positive square root of the combined variances (5) of each component in the measurement circuit.

\[
u_c^2(y) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \frac{\partial f}{\partial x_i} \right)^2 u^2(x_i) \tag{5}\]

Where: \( \frac{\partial f}{\partial x_i} \) is the sensitivity coefficient (selected to 1 in this case)

\( u^2(x_i) \) is the value of square of the equipment variance

Table 5 is a list of the components used within the current measurement system (Figure 14) and the related variances. Table 6 is a list of the components used within the voltage measurement system (Figure 14) and the related variances.

Figure 14: Single line diagram of the measurement system
The deficiencies of existing approaches to the assessment of harmonic emissions are well published. Single-point measurements, the most accessible approach to engineers, have been shown to lack information in the quantification of a single source of harmonic distortion. Most of these methods make use of the direction of harmonic active power measured at a single point and cannot be used when more than one source of distortion is connected to the network under investigation.

In the absence of phasor data, the CIGRE/CIRED C4.109 working group proposed a methodology to analyse the harmonic emission from a distorting load. It is based on the principle that the rms value of the distorting load’s harmonic voltage phasor $|V_h|$ must be greater than the rms value of the network’s harmonic voltage phasor $|E_{h0}|$. The problem lies in the quantification of the different voltage phasors, $|V_h|$ and $|E_{h0}|$ by using single-point measurements at the PoC. Mostly, only $|V_h|$ is measured and $|E_{h0}|$ is not measured or considered at all.

Practical distribution systems have sources of waveform distortion connected all over. In addition, network configurations and system state are dynamic. $E_{h0}$ cannot be ignored.

The deficiency of the CIGRE/CIRED C4.109 approach in quantifying the emission at an RPP by means of single-point measurements was demonstrated by analysis of practical field data. Application of synchronized multiple-point measurements was shown to improve the CIGRE/CIRED method by eliminating harmonic currents not classified as emission. Quantitatively, the use of statistical confidence levels to discriminated harmonic currents does not significantly affect the calculation of the harmonic emission levels, $|E_{h0}|$. An improvement in the qualitative assessment of the CIGRE/CIRED method was, however found.

A discriminatory approach is even more important when penalties or rewards are to be incurred by the distorting load or when grid code compliance is at stake. IEC 61000-4-30 aggregated data results in a reduction of the volume of data to be analysed but information on the angle of the phasor is lost affecting the certainty of the assessment results.

The aggregation period of data was also shown to be not significant in the calculation of harmonic emission in the study case presented, due to the removal of data lower than the 95th percentile in the study case.

Two important aspects were shown to influence the results of a grid code compliance assessment on harmonic emission, namely 1) the calculation method employed, and 2) the measurement uncertainty. It was shown that both could affect the compliance to harmonic emission limits, particularly when a RPP is marginally non-compliant.

8. CONCLUSION

Due to the injection of harmonic currents by sources of renewable energy into distribution systems, voltage waveform distortion is a concern. Utilities have the responsibility to contain the overall voltage distortion by apportioning the emission of harmonic currents allowed when an RPP connects to the network.

The need for a pragmatic engineering solution is required as the number of renewable energy sources is on the increase. An assessment methodology that is scientifically sound, but also practical is required.

The deficiencies of existing approaches to the assessment of harmonic emissions are well published. Single-point measurements, the most accessible approach to engineers, have been shown to lack information in the quantification of a single source of harmonic distortion. Most of these methods make use of the direction of harmonic active power measured at a single point and cannot be used when more than one source of distortion is connected to the network under investigation.

In the absence of phasor data, the CIGRE/CIRED C4.109 working group proposed a methodology to analyse the harmonic emission from a distorting load. It is based on the principle that the rms value of the distorting load’s harmonic voltage phasor $|V_h|$ must be greater than the rms value of the network’s harmonic voltage phasor $|E_{h0}|$. The problem lies in the quantification of the different voltage phasors, $|V_h|$ and $|E_{h0}|$ by using single-point measurements at the PoC. Mostly, only $|V_h|$ is measured and $|E_{h0}|$ is not measured or considered at all.

Practical distribution systems have sources of waveform distortion connected all over. In addition, network configurations and system state are dynamic. $E_{h0}$ cannot be ignored.

The deficiency of the CIGRE/CIRED C4.109 approach in quantifying the emission at an RPP by means of single-point measurements was demonstrated by analysis of practical field data. Application of synchronized multiple-point measurements was shown to improve the CIGRE/CIRED method by eliminating harmonic currents not classified as emission. Quantitatively, the use of statistical confidence levels to discriminated harmonic currents does not significantly affect the calculation of the harmonic emission levels, $|E_{h0}|$. An improvement in the qualitative assessment of the CIGRE/CIRED method was, however found.

A discriminatory approach is even more important when penalties or rewards are to be incurred by the distorting load or when grid code compliance is at stake. IEC 61000-4-30 aggregated data results in a reduction of the volume of data to be analysed but information on the angle of the phasor is lost affecting the certainty of the assessment results.

The aggregation period of data was also shown to be not significant in the calculation of harmonic emission in the study case presented, due to the removal of data lower than the 95th percentile in the study case.

Two important aspects were shown to influence the results of a grid code compliance assessment on harmonic emission, namely 1) the calculation method employed, and 2) the measurement uncertainty. It was shown that both could affect the compliance to harmonic emission limits, particularly when a RPP is marginally non-compliant.
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